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Article 1

A 9 ric u It u r a I

Ex per i men t

S tat ion

• S e pte m be r 1 972 • Vol. 33, No. 3

Utah's mountains and canyons are known far beyond the borders of the state
for their brilliant display of fall colors. There are certain scientific reasons why
the foliage changes colors, but most of those who ride through the canyons
during this time of year could care less. They are interested in the " sight"
effects. It isn't unusual to see a number of cars stopped along the side of the
road while the occupants are busy snapping photographs of the scenery . With
all their looking, however, not many people realize the tremendous variety of
trees that grow in the canyons and mountains. A recent publication of the Utah
Agricultural Experiment Sta ti on has proved popular. Its title is "Common Native
Trees of Utah". It describes such trees as the maple shown on the cover of this
issue. Read more about it on page 95.
Cover photo by Berniece Andersen
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EDITORIAL . ..

Utah agriculture is never static
DOYLE

Agriculture in Utah is never tatic.
While some phase grow others recede, and the profile remain provocatively flexible. Right now on particularly strong trend ems to be taking shape. Predictions and planning
would b greatly implifi d if we
could be sure that this trend i not
transitory. Perhap an analy i of its
ingredients can help d fin it potential for longevity.
Certainly we ar experiencing a
trend toward a live tock-ba ed agriI.:ulture. The greatest total income
gains among Utah agricultural commodities over the la t 20 years hav
been in cattle raised for beef and milk
produced for con umption as fluid
milk or a a proc ssed form. Th
major crops in the state that have increa ed in acreage and income during
the same period have been those
essential to operation of livestock enterprises namely hay and corn silage.
Hay income has more than doubled

J.

MATTHEWS

since L950 and corn silage production
ha increa ed 37 percent in the last
2 year .J
One part of the liv tock picture
has und rg ne an unu ual change in
Utah ince J 966. Whil numbers of
cattl bing fed for laughter have decrea ed from 81 ,000 t 55 000 with a
I 3 0 0 decr a la t ar:! warmedup or ' background d cattle, ar fed
t 650 to 75 pound on the most economical f ed availabl.e and rec iving
high roughag low-concentrat rations hav incr a d . Gains can be
put on these light cattle at les cost
than on cattle being finished for
laughter. We produc the roughages
being u ed here in Utah. By contrast,

1
::!

Utah Ag. Statistics 1972.
Ibid.

2S0':

mo t f th grain u ed to fatt n
laught r c ttl ha t be hipped in.
lt i di ' icult t find tru tati tic OIl
thi situation in the stat b cause
background d
cattle ar
not
count d a cattle on feed. It can
be a urn d that the background d
catt! are incr asing more rapidly
than the fini h d cattle ar declining. Thu we have an increa e in
cattl f eding numb r rath r than
a decr a e. Many of th
backgrounded' cattle ar being fed by operators who f ed few r than 200 head,
which they produce or buy in mall
numbers within the area.
Another egment of th live tock
picture Utah s dairy indu try has
alway b en a significant contribution
to the tate economy. Once tied
closely to diversified family farming,
the trend is toward a highly specialized agricultural enterprise. Meager
facilities and equipment have yielded
to efficient, clean, attractive milking
parlors and corrals. Milk is transported directly from the cow's udder
to a refrigerated storage tank through
tainless steel or glass tubes. Milk
quality has improved substantially
and people of all ages continue to discover its variety of nutritious forms.
Once based on 117,000 cows,
Utah's dairy industry now includes
fewer than 80,000. Yet, Utah's milk
production which amounted to 550
million pounds in 1940, increased to
855 million in 1971. Preliminary reports for 1972 indicate an even higher
production. Average yearly milk prod uction per cow has increased from
5,730 pounds in 1940 to 10,427 in
1971 with estimates of more than 11,000 in 1972. In June 1972, Utah
cows ranked fifth nationally in average production per cow .

•
Figure 1. Trend lines for selected crop production and livestock numbers
expressed in percent, using 1958 as base year, Utah.
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Herd size is increasing rapidly as nologies favor a continued vigor for
herds of fewer than 20 cows are ex- the dairy industry in Utah . Existing
panded toward 50 to 100 or more. cheese plant capacities can process an
Two or more dairymen often combine additional 1 million or more pounds
their herds for efficiency and economy daily, which would amount to the proof operation in new, modern facilities. duction of an additional 25,000 lacIn some communities, dairymen and tating cows. One cheese processing
other businessmen have pooled their plant being constructed in the state at
resources to develop a commercial . the present time will be able to prodairy operation as a means of main- cess a similar amount. Since considtaining or broadening the local busi- erable cheese is imported from the
ness and economic base. As numbers midwe t to meet current market deof cows and herds have declined we mands
locally produced cheese
have evolved an understanding of
hould have a ready outlet.
what constitutes an economic family
Turkeys have maintained their reladairy unit in the 1970s. Several of tive income position to other agrithe present 2 000 herds may yet be cultural commoditie in the state but
combined, but hop fully the dairy in- there ha been no major change in
dustry will be based on family-sized the indu try . At over 4 million birds
units.
it continues to be a tremendous agricultural asset to the state with SanMost of the milk produced in Utah pet County still among the top 10
i proces ed in local plants along wi th counti s in the United States in turkey
a considerable volume of milk that is prod uction.
hipped in from nearby state. AlSheep production ha declined and
though most of the milk meets Grade a1though it is third in terms of agriA quality standards, less than half is
consumed in fluid form. An increasing demand for cheese has stimulated
Utah's cheese plants to expand their
facilities and solicit more milk from
dairy herds. Payment for cheese milk
Th original name of the bass
have increased substantially as an inwa barse, which is Old English
centive for increased production.
meaning bri t1y or spiny.

cultural income, numerous factors
have worked to the disadvantage of
sheep production . Most recently the
government banning of poison control
of coyotes without adequate alternatives has created a critical problem.
Other agricultural commoditie
showing changes are mall increases
in fruit and dry beans and declines for
receipts for small grains, sugar beet
alfalfa seed and vegetable .
It is especially interesting to oberve the Utah Agricultural Development Council as appointed by Governor Rampton as it searches for ways
to be effective in causing things to
happen which will benefit agriculture
in the state.
The opportunity to work with
people charged with the responsibility
to teach, research and serve to improve the agricultural capacity of the
state excites me. Who knows when a
new idea wi1l initiate or reverse a
hift?

WILDLIFE NOTES

Production of milk cheese increas d from 4.5 million pounds in
1940 to 12 million in 1950 and remained at about that level through
1965. Since that time, annual increa e in production have ranged
from 2 to n arly 9 million pounds,
with a ] 971 production of nearly 39
million pounds. Preliminary reports
indicate that production in 1972 will
be even higher.
Since 1940, skim milk cheese
(mainly cottage cheese) production
has increased from less than 1 million
pounds to more than 9 million. Ice
cream and other frozen dairy foods
have increased from 1.5 million to
8.5 million gallons during the same
period.
Market potentials, consumer demands, increased prod uction per cow,
improved facilities and equipment,
favorable milk prices and new tech72

The mocking bird can imitate at
least 32 songs of other types of
birds.

•

•

Beaver mat for life and the
young remain with their parents
for two years.

Water temperatures affect the
growth of the large-mouth bass. In
southern United States, they grow
to a weight of ten pounds or more
but in the North they are less than
half as big.

•
Th opos urn is no larger than
a honey bee at birth.

•
Ladybugs do not die at the end
of the season like so many other
insects, but hibernate for the winter.

•
The wings of the butterfly are
colorful because they are crossed
by many minute ridges which
break llP the light into iridescent
colors.

•
When the American bittern is
threatened, it points its bill straight
up and stands very still. In that
position the markings on its throat
and body make it look like the
tall reeds in which it lives.

•
Different kinds of fireflies tell
each other apart by the timing of
their flashes of light.

•

•

Snakes' eyes are covered by
hard, transparent plastic-like caps
so they can burrow without hurting
their eyes. They have no eyelids.

The raccoon often drops its
food in water and plays with it, a
performance that looks as if the
raccoon were washing its food.
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Getting an-

ers from
desert

i co, Utah (about 45 mile ea t of
Green Riv r) much of th e
il i
deriv d fr m Manco hal . Unfortunat ly, thi badland oil yi ld a lot
of diment which currentl t nd to
end up in Lake Pow ll .
OF PLUGS AND FURROWS

Since 1958 th e Bur au of Land
Manage m nt a nd th Bur au f Reclamation have coop ratively treated'
about 6000 acr in th e Ci c ar a.
The
trea tm nt con i ted of cr ati'ng 25 000 gully plug and furrow .
A gull plug i formed by g uging a
hole in the hill ide with a tractor
blad
0 that th
hole and r moved
dirt form a barrier to water flow (diagram). Furrow are mad with a di c
plow and f lIow th e contour of the
land, and are also positioned 0 as
to block r low the downhill flow of
water.
The ba ic aim of uch work is to
r duc run off and decrea e edim nt
10 e.
ge tation is actually th e most
eff ctive wa to achieve these goal
but alt d ert are notoriously inho pitabl t mo t plant life . Sinc Manco hale trace to a marine origin
(million
f ear ago) it i highly
alin .
nd in addition it ph sical
charact ri tic I ad to (at be t) a thin
not over 12- to I8-inch manti of
o il ma terial on top of a zone of
hale frag m nt which in turn rests
on a ]a r of Manco hal e bedrock
that i ] 800- to 4800-fe t thick.
LOIS

M .

obody- NOBODY would delib!'at ly pend their summers in the
alt-d
rt of outh a tern Utah . Vegetation what there i i low growing and par e . Air t mp rature
ften g t 100 0 For m r while th
oil urface may exce d 16 0 F. Th
hea t plu low humidit. (l
than 10
percent in July) can uickly d hydrat
an one f oli h e nough t
xpo
th em elves.
ev rthele
a USU graduate tudent R
W. We in directed by Profe
r
il We t of the USU Rang
Sci nc D epartment devot d e ral
SEPTEMBER
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ear ( 1966 thr ugh 196 gr win g
ea n ) to tting up and c mpl ti n o
r ea rch in th a~' a. Which a
m thing about th ir motivati n for
re earch ince thi project req uir d
th e reading f in trume nt during
peak-heat p riod . Their ne t re ult
bide
corch d hoelea th r a nd a
un -bak d app aranc
included inight into wa
to tabilize th eroi n-p r ne oil common to the area.
Th BLM de crib
50 million
acre f la nd in th e we t rn tates a
frail' . Of th 50 million 18 a re in
U ta h with a la rg part la ing in th e
upper
lorad River Ba in . Around

mbining hill lop
of this kind
f o il with th e weath er of outhea trn tah equa t s with emi-di a ter.
n aft r a high-int n it
th und er h w r tart th
particl
di pr e a nd
I it por
and crack . D eep infiltra ti n of rain
i th n n a rl imp ible and overla nd fl w f wa t r carr ing a mudd
lurr i c mm nplac . Showe r lead
t th f rmati n of rill while equential t rm turn the land cape into
ad la nd and arr yo .
Th wint r c cle of freezing and
th wing cau e th e oil to ' h ave and

•
LOIS M. COX is a Scie nce Write r, Unive rsity
Research .
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the rills disappear. Simultan ously,
the soil is loosened and made both
more p..:rmeable and mor ubj ct to
downslope creep.
EFFECTS OF PLANT LIFE

Wein s and West s re earch was d signed to determine the plu and
minus ffect of plugs and furrow on
naturally occurring plant specie and
on plant species that might be introduced to the ar a. Thev knew that in
such an inherently s~lty soil, any
water-storing device would modify
salt distribution in the soil - even
though annual precipitation ave rag d
only 6 inch . Moi tur u uall ca!"ries alt "down through a soil but
the rugged salt-d s rt plant off t thi
pattern by literally taking 'up" alt
and storing it in th ir leave. After
the alty leave drop th y will ev ntually be carri d downslope with sediment, etc. and are Iik ly to accumulat in any availabl gully plugs;.
Gully plugs in a alt de rt are al 0
inhospitable to plants b cau e their
bottom oil i lik ly to be impen trable to roots and water, or because
the water they "catch" drowns the

Figure 1.

eedlings. Th
hazards, plus the
high salt content of th soil are especially co tly since many potentially viabl s eds are washed into the plugs
by runoff. Furrows are much less
ho tile to plants.
Besides the salt and water limitations the re earcher decided they
would have to con id r such factors
as oil surface and air temp ratures,
radiation of un's energy by different
soil urfaces, seed production and
seedling urvival rates available soil
nutrients rooting syst ms diff rent
plant relative su ceptibilities to salt,
etc. at variou tate of growth and
compa
'orientatio. of plug and
furrows. Onc he had cho en r precntativ
non-grazed ar as around
Ci co Wein in taIled measuring and
recording devices and began the long
hot job of collecting data on what
wer con ider d the mo t influential
variable.
Th
indigenous plants that he
ch cked f r growth and reproductive
potential wer variou species of
saltbru h and one gra s. As a possible alternative sp cies for the area

G ully p lugs were scraped out by a bulldozer in an attempt to
reduce run off.
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he investigated om p r nnial wheatgra and ry peci introduced from
Ru ia.
THE PAYOFFS

Much of what W in and W t discov r d during thi
alt de rt trial
simply confirm d th a urn d har hn
of th d ert environm nt. But
known fact are m r likely to b surmounted than ar undefined suspicions.
With the pecifics of the d ert hazards defined, there is at I ast a chanc
of bi ding plant that can survive.
And the work did d monstrat how
gully plugs and furrows can bused
to optimize plant establishment.
For example, eedling on south
and west asp cts of a plug or furrow
could b expos d to freezing temperatures befor un rise and to 122 0 F
during the following day. Soil having
a outhern exposure reached very high
t mperatures from early May into late
Septemb r. What v r the soil expo ure the maximum temperatures
generally la ted 3 to 4 hours on a
given day. And during June and again
in July soil surface temperatures exceeded 140 0 F. (The usual upper
thermal limit for plant tissues is 113
to 131 0 F.)
Seeds that are kept dry, generally
have a high h at tol rance for short
periods. But not even dry seeds are
likely to germinate if they are exposed to temperatures of 158 0 F or
more on 7 successive days. So it
would seem that heat tolerance at all
tages of development is as important
as drought tolerance in prospective
salt desert inhabitants.
Plant evaluations also indicated
that the salinity microenvironment
was drastically modified around the
plugs and furrows because of the initial soil movement. This modification
allowed the less salt tolerant species
to survive in the vicinity of the structures. But even then, the plants that
became established often did th ir developing in cracks or semi-shielded
micro-environments that afforded
extra protection from the implacable
de ert.
(Continued on page 84)
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IRON DEFICIENCY CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES
ARTHUR

MAH O NEY and

Iron deficiency commonly affects
people of all ages and economic brackets across the entire United States
but is primarily a disease of women
and young children. Between 25 and
55 percent of infants in the United
States may be considered anemic
(hemoglobin below 10 gram per 100
milliliters blood). Approximately 20
percent of pregnant women and up to
40 percent of the elderly have hemoglobin values in the anemic range.
During the 1971-72 academic year,
Dr. Deloy Hendricks, Associate Professor of Nutrition and Mrs. Bonita
Wyse, R.D., Instructor of Nutrition
at Utah State University, found that
20 percent of the freshman girls enrolled in beginning nutrition at Utah
State University had hemoglobin
values below 10 gram per 100 milliliters blood.
Human requirements for iron are
well enough known that the amount
of iron that should be consumed daily
by a normal, healthy person can be
recommended with confidence. Yet,
many people simply do not consume
even the minimum amount of iron
needed to maintain health. Dr. Ethelwyn Wilcox, Professor Emeritus,
Utah State University, found that girls
in a rural Utah setting consumed only
11 mg of iron daily or 61 percent
of the 18 mg that are recommended
for this age group. By comparison,
an average of 12 mg of iron are consumed daily by women in various
parts of the United States, while the
freshman girls in Dr. Hendricks' and
Mrs. Wyse's classes averaged only a
10-mg intake per day.
Pregnant women are especially vulnerable to iron deficiency. Most women begin pregnancy with litt! or no
reserve iron in their bodies. InvestiSEPTEMBER
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ARTHUR MAHONEY is an Associate Professor
in the Department of Nutrition and Food
Science.

DElOY G. HENDRICKS is an Assistant Professor
in the Department of Nutrition and Food
Science.
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Figure 1. Effect of dietary iron content on antibody titer, hemoglobin level,
an-d body weight of rats. (From B. N. Nolder, A. W. Mahoney, R. Ramakrishnan and D. G. Hendricks. J . Nutrition 102:535. 1972. With the approval
of the authors and publishers-the American Institute of Nutrition.)
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gators who have studied various populations in the United States, report
10 to 60 percent incidences of iron
deficiency anemia, most of which
could be prevented by adequate iron
consumption. Eleanor Wein. an M.S.
graduate in Food and Nutrition at
Utah State University, observed
hemoglobin values of less than 10
gram per 100 milliliters blood in the
second and third trimesters of pregnancy of the three women who were
pregnant in her study. Iron deficient
mothers are unlikely to have babies
with good iron reserves.
Because of their rapid rate of
growth during infancy and early childhood, very young children have a high
requirement for iron. Milk, often
their only food, is a poor source. As
a result, in the United States, 50 to
60 percent of infants and children
under age 5 may have hemoglobin
values below 10 gram per 100 milliliters of blood. As many as 88 percent
of infants and childr n under age 5
may have unacceptably Jow serum
iron values. On an average, children
having low hemoglobin values perform less well in school than do their
healthy peers. Such effects of iron deficiency could obviously have longrange implications.
Iron deficiency is uncommon in
men because they do not have the
monthly los of iron through the
mense. Also, most men have greater
intakes of food (and thus, iron) than
women. Boys, during their adolescent
growth spurt, should consume 18 mg
of iron daily. This recommended intake is usually readily met, however,
ince most adolescent boys have a
very high caloric intake during this
stage of physical development.
MEETING OF RECOMMENDED
INTAKE FOR IRON
The average present-day diet (2,000 calories for women) in the
United States provides approximately
12 mg of iron per day. The iron content of diets in other countries tends to
be considerably higher. For example
the iron content of diets in Jordan
orphanages ranged from 9 to 17 mg
76

iron per 1,000 calorie while other
Jordanians consumed diets having
11 to 19 mg iron per J 000 calories.
In Ethiopia the daily iron intake
rang s between 100 and 1400 mg.
These exceptional values result from
iron contamination of foodstuffs during harvesting threshing, storage and
preparation. The foods in the United
States are exceptionally free from soil
residues and are proce sed with stainIe s steel or teflon-lined machinery.
Using the present-day foods availTable 1.

Sample menus and estimated daily iron provided if consumed in
total.
Food

DAY I.
Breakfast
Eggnog (wi 1 egg and Y2 pint
milk and seasoning)
Banana
Raisin bread, toast,
w/butter
lunch
Pork chop
Applesauce
String beans
Coleslaw w/raisins
Dinner
Turkey, roasted
Turnip greens
Potato, boiled
Gravy
Fresh fruit salad
Ice cream sundae w/nuts
DAY II.
Breakfast
Cracked wheat cereal
Milk
Banana
lunch
Meat loaf
Cauliflower
Green salad,
w/Y2 tomato
Apple
Dinner
Lamb shoulder chop
Potato, baked
Peas and carrots
Peanut butter cookies

Milk

abl in the grocerie of the United
States, it i difficult to meet the recommended daily iron intake of 18
mg in the approximately 2 000 calories recommended for and consumed
by women. By s lecting food rich in
iron as frequently as i convenient,
women can approach the recommended daily intake of iron (tabl
1). Care must be taken to purchase
cereal products made from enriched
or whole grain products. Meats
hould be included in the menu twice

Amount

mg/ lron

1 Ig. glass (8 oz.)

1.65

1 med.
1 slice

0.6
0.65

1 med. Ig.
Y2 cup
Y2 cup
Y2 cup, w/2 T. raisins

3.2
0.4
0.45
0.6

2 slices

3.4

Y2 cup
1 med.
1 serving
1 serving
1 T. walnuts

2.4
0.8
0.6
0.15
14.90

3A cup
1 pint
1 med.

1.2
0.35
0.6

med. serving
Y2 cup
1 serving

2.7
0.7
.55

1 med.

0.3

2 chops
1 med.
Y2 cup
2 cookies, w/l T.
peanut butter

5.3
0.8
1.0
0.3

Y2 pint

0.35
14.55
UTAH
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daily. Since fat (or on) and ugar
calories provide little or no iron care
should be taken to minimiz th eir contributions to the diet and to include
foods having high iron to caloric
ratios. In countrie uch a Jordan
and L ebanon where the ir n to calori
ratio is high foods are generall prepared with little or not fa t
ii , or
sugar. Whole grain products t nd to
be utilized rather than th refined
flours, polished rice and ugar so
typical of we t rn diets. Fruit generally replac pa trie for de crt.

o d cooked in iron utensil usually have significantly more iron than
th ose co ked in glass, aluminum t fIon lined stainless steel or other nonferrou utensil (table 2). Thi is becau e th e iron utensil itself contributes
iron to the food. Modernizing the kitch en at boarding schools by replacing the iron utensils and grills with
tainle st I equipment i known to
produce increa ed incid nces of iron
defici ncy anemia in th e udents.
Beca u e th e average diet (2,000

Table 1. (Continued)
Food

DAY III.
Breakfast
Grapefruit
Boiled egg
Bacon
Muffin
Milk
Lunch
Bread, whole wheat
Turkey
Celery stuffed w / peanut
butter
Jello w / fruit and walnuts
Dinner
Tomato, sliced
Roast beef
Potato, boiled
Spinach
Gravy
Milk
DAY IV.
Breakfast
Egg
Orange IUlce
Whole wheat toast
Butter
Milk
Lunch
Oyster stew
Crackers, saltines
Apple
Prune juice
Dinner
liver & Onions, fried
Green salad w /lh tomato
Carrots
Milk

SEPTEMBER
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Amount

mg / lron

lh med.
1 med.
2 slices
1 med.
lh pint

0.3
1.3
0.43
0.7
0.35

2 slices
1 slice
Y2 stalk w / l T.

1.0
1.7
0.3

peanut butter

1 serving w/lh T. nuts
lh tomato

2 slices
1 med.
lh cup
1 serving
lh pint

1 med.
% cup
1 slice
1 pot
Y2 pint

1 cup
4 crackers
1 med.

1 cup
lh slice

1 serving
Y2 Cup
lh pint

.07
0.45
1.8
0.8
3.0
0.35
12.55

1.3
0.5
0.5
0.17
3.3
.05
0.4
10.5
2.25
0.55
0.5
0.17
20.19

calories) in th e United Stat yield.
only 12 mg iron p r day many nutritionists hav recomm nded an increa e in th e iron enrichment of flour
and wheat product . E timat~ a re
that flour and wheat products presentl y contribute approximately 2 to
4 mg da B to the average diet. The
prop ed en richment would therefore
increa e the contribution to approximat ly 4 to 8 mg of iron daily. The
proposed increase could improv th e
average daily iron intake by appr ximat ly 2 mg from the present 12
mg to 14 mg p r day. Although thi
intake is well below the daily 18 mg
of iron r comm nded, this improved
iron intake could materially decrease
th e incid nce of iron deficiency
a nemia in women and children.
CONSEQUENCES OF
IRON DEFICIENCY

The relationship betwe n iron defici ency and anemia (low hemogl bin) i w II appreciated by the
ge neral public. Thu. thi subject i.
not included here.
However most people do not realiz th at iron i an essential component
of every cell in the body. Long-term
iron d fici ency is associated with koilnchia a malformation of the nails in
which th outer surfac i concave.
The kin of the tongue is frequently
a trophied which can lead to loss of
papillae. There may be inflammation
a t th e corners of the mouth and an
a ociated discomfort.
The activity of cytochrome oxidase,
a n iron-containing enzy me found in
very cell i decreased in keletal
muscle inte tinal mucosa buccal
mucosa (the inner urface of the
cheek) liver and other tissues during
iron d ficiency in animals and man .
Thi i one of the enzymes that enable th e body to effici ently transform
th e ch mical energy of food by a stepwi e equence of reactions into a
form that can be readily utilized to
carry out life s processes. If this
enzyme y tern is impa ired in any
way, so i energy metabolism. This
impairment, coupled with the reduced
oxygen carrying capacity of the blood,
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could easily explain the feeling of
tiredness, a common complaint of
anemic people.
Well over 60 percent of patients
have atrophic changes in the mucosa
lining the gastro-intestinal tract following a period of chronic iron deficiencyanemia. Abnormalities in the
mucosa lining the tongue and e ophagus are also frequently observed during histological examination. Atrophic
changes of the mucosa lining the
stomach, frequently called gastritis,
have been reported in 64 to 98 percent of patient uffering with chronic
iron deficiency. Hi tologica 1 abnormalities such as h rtening and clubbing
are frequently observed in the villi
the absorptive urfac of the mall inte tine in iron deficient pati nts. Thesc
abnormalitie are fr quentl re ponsive to iron therapy. Te t of irondeficient rat and dogs howed that
all egments of their int tine had
d creased activities of lacta e which
digests lactose (milk ugar)' ucrase
which dige t sucrose (table ugar)
and maltase which digest malto e
(final step in tarch digestion). The e
decreases in functional activity of the
intestinal lining reflect the histological
changes described above. Such abnormalities could materially affect the
digestion and ab orption of f od nutrients.
A former student in Nutrition at
Utah State University, Bernice Neibaur-Nalder M.S. discovered that
the amount of antibody produced by
rats in response to immunization is

Table 2.

decreased as the amount of iron in the
diet is decreased (figure 1). At least
in rats, then iron deficiency impairs
the synthe i of antibody. In fact
antibody production was so sensitive
to changes of nutritional status in the
rat that we ugg sted antibody production be evaluat d a a possible device to creen for malnutrition in nutrition surveys. This possibility needs
further t sting in our laboratory bef re it can be applied.
Jron defici ncy cau es a decrease
in th amount of myoglobin in the
muscl. This is the red pigment of
mu cle that i re pon ible for it efficient aerobic r pirati n. Myoglobin i
thought to act a a mall oxygen
re erv ir to maintain an even oxygen
upply to th e contractil ti uc. Thi
i believed neces ary b cau e each
mu cle contraction temporarily top
blo d flO\ to the cell by compre ion of the capillarie . The amount of
my gl bin i known to increa e in reponse to exerci e under normal
tate of nutrition.
rtainly the dimini hed myoglobin in iron deficient
muscl
could re ult in decrea ed
tamina and contribut to the feeling
of til' dne as ociated with iron deficiency.
Because of the many possibl
effects of iron d ficiency on the various ti su
it is expected that utilization of many other nutrients will also
be affected. Consequently, con iderable empha is in the Utah State University Nutrition and Food Science
laboratory i being placed on the

Iron content of foods prepared in iron and nonferrous utensils
(From A. L. Burroughs and J. J. Chan. J. Am. Dietet. Assoc. 60:

eff cts of iron d ficiency on the body's
utilization of oth r dietary nutrient .
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although a great d al i known
about iron d ficienc anemia a num ber of important que tion
till r main. It i important that c rtain
pre ent-day foods b f rtifi d with
iron in an effort t reduce the in.cidenc
f iron d fici ncy in th
specially vulnerable mcmb r. f th~
population.
For any iron enrichmcnt pr gram
to b
ucce ful however, a good
method for rapidl and inexpen i el
a e ing the biological availabil it.. of
food iron is needed. At Utah State
Univ r ity Claudia Cutler-Van Ord n an M.S. degrec tudent in Nutriti nand F od Science will compare the availabil ity of iron in variou food using te t tube and biological method. If thi
preliminary re earch i ufficiently encouraging considerable research will be
devoted to developing this method
into a workable "tool for u
by
nutritionists and food scientists.

PROTECT your WATER , SOil, and AIRour basic nalural resources-from acci·
dental contamination by pesticides or
other chemicals on the farm, in the
forest, or in the city.

123. 1972.)
Food

Corn on cob
Apples
Spaghetti sauce
Beef hash
Tortillas, corn
Beef liver and onions
Short ribs and vegetables
Pancakes
French fried potato
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Cooked in non·iron
utensil (mg / 100 gm)

4.0
0.19
3.0
1.52
4.30
3.74
0.75
1.13
1.80

Cooked in iron
utensil (mg/ 100 gm)

4.2
2.88
87.5
5.2
4.69
4.40
2.54
1.6'0
2.16

PROTECT your FORESTS, WILDLIFE, and
FISH in the interest of conservation, tim·
ber resources, and recreation values so
vital to individual well· being and no ·
tional progress .
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New irrigation method
saves water but, it's expensive
R.
Drip or trickle irrigation is a relatively new m thod for irrigating farm
crops. The general idea i to utilize
a pipeline system with spaced outlets
that reI ase wat r almost dir ctly to
each plant. The conc pt of applying
water directly to each plant ha had a
long history of utilization in gr enhouse culture. It i a relatively new
practice however for utilization in
extensively grown vegetable orchard
and field crops.
The use of drip irrigation for farm
crops was not practical until low co t
plastic tubing becam available. The
fir t field application of drip irrigation was somewhat by accident. Reearcher had found that an almo t
continuous application of wat r to a
growing plant produced some unus.ual
yield re ponse . Early innovator first
tried to develop an underground or
sub-irrigation system by using small
buried pip lines with closely spaced
wat r outlets or emitters underneath
each row of plants. These ystems
not only had clogging probl ms from
dirt in the water but plant roots also
entered the drippers and clogged
them.

J.

HANKS

and

JACK

KEL L ER

th re ults from drip IrrIgation have
b n out tanding. B caue of these
ucce e there ha been a great deal
of enthu ia m not only on the part
of farmer wh are potential u er ' of
the quipment but al 0 among manufacturer who might b ... potential . uppli r , since a great d al of equipment
i involved.
The momentum of drip irrigation
development ha be n gaining rapidly.
Today drip irrigation i being used
throughout th world with major
ar a of concentration in the United
State, Au tralia I ra I and South
Africa. It ha been
timat d that
th rare ov r 200 0 acre
f drip
irrigation in the Unit d States today
and th acr age is apt to double with-

in the n xt year or o. Reports from
Au tralia and I ra I indicate they have
imiJar lev I f activity in drip irrigation. All in all ther may be a
many a 6 000 to 90 000 acr s of
drip irrigation throughout the world
and it i xp cted that the area will
double within the next 2 years.

ADVANTAGES

A urv y made of Australian farmer that have b en u ing trickle irrigati n Ii t the following advantages
by ord r of importance): (1) labor
a ving, (2) b tter yield , (3) acces
t orchard at all time, (4) water
aving (5) water control (6) cheap
in tallation and (7) weed control.
Labor avings r ult from the

To overcome the root clogging
problem , the small pipelines were laid
directly on the ground surfac and
drip or trickle irrigation was born.
The initial development of drip irrigation began over 10 years ago in
Israel. For a number of crops
waters soils and climatic conditions,

•
R. J. HANKS is a Professor in the Department
of Soil Science and Biometeorology .

•
JACK KELLER is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Agricultural and Irrigation
Engineering.
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Figure 1. A young orchard being watered by the drip irrigation method.
Water flows at low pressure through the plastic pipe along the tree row.
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trickle system since it is a permanent
system that once purchased and installed, is relatively easy to maintain.
Better yields result from better water
control.
Since water is delivered to the soil
almost continuously, there is a portion
of the soil root zone that has a water
content between saturation and field
capacity. For many plants this has a
decided advantage becaus marketable yield i highly dependent on the
water potential of the soil. A schematic diagram of yield as a function
of water content is shown in figure
1. Figure 2 shows a typical timesoil water content graph for a trickIer
system compar d to a sprinkler system. If the data from figure 1 and
2 are combined, a marketable yield
vs. time graph can b drawn for the
three types of plants and for the two
prinkl r systems are shown in figure
3. The average yi ld for plant A,
over the 6-day period, is twice as high
for trickler as for sprinkler irrigation.
For plant B, the average yield is 22
percent higher for the same period.
For plant C th re is no difference between the type of irrigation. This
simple analysis would indicate that
the water control offered by trickier
irrigation would influence yield for
some types of plants but not all.
.~P:U ~

1.0

.6

The trickier system places water in
the plant row with a minimum of
wetting betwe n rows. This feature
minimizes weed growth between rows
and machines can pass at any time.
Surfac evaporation of water is decreased thus making more water available for transpiration. With wide
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pac d crop ,considerabl water can
be saved, e pecially when plants are
malI y t need plenty of water to
maintain growth. In an orchard, for
example, the water needed immediately after planting may be only one-

It is probable that higher yield also
could result from increasing the frequency of sprinkler irrigation. Much
more water would be used, however,
than with tricklers because more of
the bare soil between plants would be
wet more of th time. In addition,
the management scheme using sprinkler would probably require a solid
set system.

I

.9

.7

Yield increa e are generally expected from frequent irrigations but
it was assumed that there was little
effect from the type of system if there
were no problems with low infiltration. In many instances, however,
yields were not only greater but the
size of fruit was greater and more
uniform under drip irrigation, thus
bringing higher pric s per unit weight.
In some instances more uniform ripening r ulted in a shorter and more
efficiently managed harvest season.
Less problems caused by sorting etc.
have been r ported.

4.
Relative
markefable
yield for yield as a function of time
and plant type. 5 is sprinkler, T is
trickier and a, band c are the plant
types shown in figure 1.

Figure
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fifth that which is upplied by sprinklers. At maturity, the savings will be
less, but they still may be substantial
because trickle irrigation use about
three-fourths a much as prinkling.
With the same amount of water tricklers wet the soil underneath the row
to a greater depth than if prinklers
are used.
TrickIer irrigation also may have
some advantage in the control of
some diseases and pests becau e the
leaves remain dry. Humidity near the
Jeaf surfaces i low compared to
leaves under a sprinkler syst m. In
addition, trickle irrigation does not
wash off any in cticide r fungicid
. prays.
Another advantage of the trickIer
syst m is the low application rat . It
i lower than the infiltration capacity
of all soils hence no run-off. Since
there is no run-off the need for leveling before planting i minimized. The
ystem can be u ed effectively on all
oil especially problem soils such a
dense clays that \! ell when wet by
ordinary irrigation and cau e con iderable run-off and ero ion.
The trickIer ystem i aid to have
advantages where soils are salty or the
irrigation water is salty. Since the
water cont~nt in the root zone is kept
higher with tricklers than with other
ystems the salt concentration in the
soil solution will b ... lower and exert
less influence on plant growth . Because the same amount of water penetrates deeper in the root zone salts are
better removed from the root zone.

flow. Essentially th y tern i olid
set. Economics will dictate that the
sy t m be used only on high economic return crop and I or wide row
crop.
Because so many waterlines are requir ~ d, they must be buried for protection from necessary traffic.
Very clean water is necessary if the
dripper orifices are not to clog. Numrou drippers have been proposed,
only a few of which do n t have seriou 'clogging' problems. Since hundred of dripper are needed for every
acre experience has hown that it is
more practical to filter the water than
att mpt to mechanically clean clogged
drippers. Filters are recommended
for all dripper sy terns currently manufactured. There is a distinct need
for better filter requiring less cleaning how v r. The filter ystem used
hould b carefully chosen because
it i a major part of the system.
Definite problem exi t when alty
water i u ed. Much r main to be
learn d about the be t way of handling the aJt th'a t accumulat at the
edge of the wetted area especially
near the urface. Careful attention
mu t b paid to the placement of rows
th year following the u .. of th trickIer . y tern to assure that eed are not

Table 1.

General estimate of drip irrigation system equipment needs and
cost per acre for various types of crops

Type of crop

DISADVANTAGES
As would be expected with an irrigation system offering better control of water applied, the disadvantages are mostly related to economjcs
and convenience in working the soil
in the field.
Since the water flow rate from each
dripper is low many drippers are
needed to apply the same amount of
water as can be applied with one
sprinkler. At least one water line is
needed for each row becau e of the
low flow rate and nearly constant
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planted in th alty pot between the
row of the previou year. If salt
ar a problem, oth r method than
th trick I r y tern will probably hav
to be used to leach the salt.
On potential di advantage with
maintaining oil-water at a high level
icon equent maintenance of oilair at a low level. However no aeration (air lev I too low) problems yet
hav b n reported. B cau
only
part of the oil i we.t perhap. only
part f th plant root are in " low
air condition. Thi incomplet wet ..
ting b th trickl r would b ... an advantage compar d to a sprinkler system.
SYSTEM DETAILS
Drip irrigation y terns ar really
v ry simpl. The uniquenes of the
y tern i ba ed on the concept of applying an almost eontinuou upply of
water to ev ry plant through an exten iv urfac pip line network with
dripp r outlet. Water ooze or drips
from the outlet directly onto the
ground with a minimum of pres 'ure
required. Th rat of discharge from
th dripper must be very low so the
water can oak into the ground where
it fall. Common rates of discharge
rang betw en 1 and 10 quarts per
hour.

Ordinary
orchards

Dwarf
orchards
and
vineyards

Berries
and wide
spaced
row crops

Greenhouse
and close
spaced row
crops

Row spacing

20 ft.

12 ft.

5 ft.

Trees, vines
or plants per
acre

100

400

6,000+

10,000+

Drippers per
acre

200-600

800

3,000+

4,000+

length of
lateral per
acre

2,500 ft.

4,000 ft.

9,000 ft.

Cost per acre *

$150-250

$350

$700+

40 in.

14,000 ft.
$1,200+

* Cost of drip irrigation equipment and filters-does not include cost of
water supply system.
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Base operating pressures in the
neighborhood of 10 to 30 pounds per
square inch ar normall y utilized.
Actually, lower pre· sures would be
possible, but a reasonable base pressure is needed in order to reduce the
variations in flow which would occur
due to friction 10 s in the pipe y tern
and differences in elevation.
DRIPPERS

As mentioned, one of the major
problems with the drippers is clogging. A number of ingenuous methods have been suggested for achieving a non-clogging opening which discharge very littl water even at relatively high pre ure. Perhaps the
most universally u ed and proven concept to date ha been the utilization
of a dripper wherein the water leav s
the lateral pipe and travel through a
long capillary spiral befor being discharged on to the ground. Discharge
i controlled by th length of the tube
rather than by u ing tiny passage ways
or orifice. Thu even fairly large
particles of and do not cause clogging.
PIPE

The drippe.rs, made of plastic, are
attached at periodic spacings along
mall diameter plastic pipes called
lateral lines. Low density black polyethylene ] / 2-inch hose is the most
commonly used lateral pipe material.
Although very thin walled pipe. can be
u d for the low pressures involved,
a wall thicknes of 0.05 inches has
been recommended for 1/ 2 inch pipe
to lessen kinking and still retain flexibility.
The lat ral lines are connected to
plastic sub-main pipes which are installed at right angles to the laterals.
In turn , the sub-mains are supplied
from a main pipeline network.
Figure 4 shows a photograph of a
typical drip irrigation system layout
for vegetable crops. In this picture
the small diameter pipes with drippers installed are attached to an
underground ub-main. The submain is buried since it run at right
angles to the laterals and would
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be an ob tacle to cultivation and other
farming practice if it were on the
urface. Obviou lyon of the problem with the system i the high density of pipe on the ground which doe
hinder farming operations.
FILTRATION

In addition to the pipeline and
dripper network, a very sophisticated
filtration system is normally required
(even when a very clean well water
is available). Most uspended solids
that are likely to block the systems
can be removed by a fine mesh screen
provided a sufficient surface area is
employed. Centrifugal filters have
been successfully used to remove fine
and and silt when operated at their
optimum design capacity. Filters fine
enough to remove algae usually block
quickly and chemical treatment of the
water supply eems to be the most
effective answer. Carbonate formation and flocculated colloids are a
erious problem and mll t be removed
by treating with weak concentration
of hydrochloric acid .
The final component of the drip
irrigation system involv the pumping
plant and the equipment for adding
fertilizer to the water.
SYSTEM COSTS

The major cost item in drip irrigation ystem are the dripp r the
lateral , the mainline and the pumping plant with filters and fertilizer injector. Dripper prices range anywh re from approximately $.10 to
$.75 instal1ed in the lateral. Since
very large number of dripper are
needed , these generally make up the
major cost item in the system. Although the lateral pipe costs in the
neighborhood of $.02 per foot, it also
i a P-lnjor cost item because of the
length of pipe involved. Table 1
shows a general estimate of the drip
irrigation system needs and cost per
acre for various types of crops. The
cost estimates are for the drip irrigation system assuming the water supply
is already provided to the field. From
table 1 it is apparent that the greater
number of plants per acre, the more
exp~n ive the system. It is also evident that except for orchards and

vineyards drip irrigation is probably
only fea ible for very high value crops.
E timates of the co ts of owning
and op rating drip y terns would indicate the following: In orchard
where water cost are very low, cost
may be comp titive with surface and
sprinkler irrigation ystems. With
very high water co t and under more
adver e condition of poor infiltration steep slopes, alinity, etc. drip
irrigation may be les expensive than
prinkler or surface irrigation systern. For row crops, drip irrigation
i only fea ible where the added productivity can offset the high costs.

OPERATING CONCEPT

The basic operating concept of the
drip syst m is to provide a continuou supply of water to each plant.
Many syst ms are constructed so that
all the drippers are continuously operating during the peak use period of
the year. Other systems may be deigned so they are operating several
hours every day or two. The differences in operational procedure depend upon climatic conditions, the
discharge rate of the drippers, and
the number of drippers per acre.
Since only the area adjacent to the
plants is watered, water losses are
minimized and the amount of water
required is normally less than for
sprinkler or surface irrigation method. Typical applications range between three-quarters and one-quarter
of what would normally be applied by
other methods.
The use of drip irrigation lends itself to small incremental applications
of fertilizer with the irrigation water.
Furthermore, the systems can easily
be automated to operate in response
to soil moisture conditions or climatic factors.
UTAH
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Water rights and loning restrictions
DARWIN

Each year increasing numb r of
housing development move onto agricultural land. Along the Wasatch
front in Utah housing developments
often are situated on lands that were
irrigated. Problems arise between the
people who build homes in these developments and th irrigation water
u er . This paper take a cursory look
at some of these problem. Hopefully
proper planning and zoning prior to
hou ing development
will avoid
many of the problem di cu ed .
Some tim ago I wa talking with
on of the officer of a Utah irrigation company located in a rural community. During our di cu sion he related some of the probl ms confronting the irrigation company becau e of
new hou ing development in the
community. Proper zoning and / or
planning by the community could
have prevented mo t of these problems.
Mo t of Utah exi ting irrigation
companies were formed by local farmer who owned shares of water in a
given irrigation y tern. Each irrigation company coIl ct annual water
taxe from it stockholder. The e
monie are used to maintain and improve the irrigation y tern with the
goal of d livering irrigation water to
member farm a long a water is
available. Each irrigation company
ha
e tablished rights-of-way for
ditche and canals used to distribute
water to individual farms and these
right -of-way have trong legal standing. In orne ca e thi right-of-way
include vehicle acce s along the
ditch . Mo t people purcha ing home
in n w housing development do not
understand the legal right of irrigation companies.
Sp cific probl ms that have b en generated within just one Utah community:
SEPTEMBER
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NIELSEN

PROBLEM 1

A hou es were completed and
familie moved in they petitioned the
irrigation company to fence or cover
a ditch that ran adjacent to the housing developm nt. The irrigation ditch
was a poten tial danger to the small
children living in the housing development. Several que tions are inherent in this situation. Should the irrigation company be forced to make the
ditch afe for the children? The irrigation company receives no benefit
fr m the housing development. The
c mpany ha a right-of-way through
the area that wa establi hed year before the hou ing development came
in. Fencing the ditch would entail
the initial building co t, and create a
nui anc whenever th ditch wa
cleaned or r paired. The irrigation
company doe not think it ha the re. pon ibility to make th ditch af.
Thc home owner on the other
hand probably purcha ed th ir lots
a uming orne rea onabl tandard of
afety or didn't recogniz the probI m at that time . The deci into purcha e a lot in this particular hou ing
devel pment in tead f in an alt rnative hou ing development wa made
n the ba i f a co t b n fit evaluati n that did not include the co t of
making the ditch af . Had thi co t
been included man
might have
ch en alt rnative . ites.
Should the hou_ing area developer
be freed t incur the co t of making
the ditch af befor lot are offered
f r al ? The develop r make a profit
fr m
lIing the lot. The cost of
making the ditch afe could come
from profi t or the developer could
add it to the co t of the lot.

•
DARWIN B. NIELSEN is an Associate Professor
in the Department of Economics.

For new housing development thi
probl m could be olved by forcing
th
af ty co t
nt the developer
prior to th ale of building lot . Th
develop r receiv
the b nefit. from
uch change in land u e 0 he hould
incur the co t . The purcha er of the
lot may end up paying the co t but
it will be figured into the initial co t
f the lot. Some form of z ning regulation may hav to be u ed to force
the ub-divider to incur thi co t becau e otherwi e he will pur ue his
hort-run int re t which i to pass
thi co t on to the home owner or irrigation company.
PROBLEM 2

N w home are often built during
th late fall-early spring period when
the irrigation ditches are dry and the
water table in the soil i low. The
u ual practice i to put in a full basement which often i fini hed a part
f th family living quarters. The
h me owner make a sub tantial inve tment to effect the e improvement.
Problem can become apparent
only after the irrigation company
turn the water into unlined ditche
and farmer b ... gin to flood irrigate the
land around these new homes. The
water tabl ri e and water seeps into
the ba em nt cau ing extensive damage t wall paneling carp ts, furniture etc. Many time this situation
terminates in a lawsuit b tween the
home owner and the farmer and/ or
irrigation company. Often the lay of
the land i such that drains are too
expen ive. In other cases drains below the level of the basement will
sol e the problem. What can be done
to alert potential home builders about
thi problem? Again, local governments seem to be the only ones in a
position to cope with the problem,
ince they can regulate building permits.
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Irrigation companies can spend a
great deal of time and money because
such problems are not considered before houses are built on "farming'
lands. If enough political power is
g nera ted by home owner it could
seriously effect agriculture because it
would become too expen ive to distribute irrigation water.

company. The new owner i then
compelled to go to the ex pen e of repairing or replacing the ditch. If a
farmer is damaged becau e irrigation water could not be supplied because the ditch was destroyed, the
new owner could be liable for crop
damages.

PROBLEM 3

SOME OTHER PROBLEMS

Irrigation companies can also have
trouble in cases where their ditches
go in front of homes. Under these
conditions home owners often place
bridges or pipes in the ditch and cover
it without getting approval of the irrigation company. If the home owner
i lucky he install a large enough
pipe to carry the maximum flow of
the ditch. In the more common ituation the first time anyone is aware
of a problem is during the peak of the
irrigation season when the ditches are
being used to their IJUiximum and
these culverts will not carry the water.
Water flood over the ditch the home
wner gets after the irrigation company to turn out part of the water in
the ditch. When thi happens the
farmer who pays to have water deliv red at his farm get upset. The
usual solution to thi particular probI m is that the irrigation company,
through legal or other means, forces
the home owner to dig up the culv rts
and replace them with new ones that
meet the approval of the irrigation
company.

Many other problem comparable
to those discussed above can confront people as urban developments
invade th countryside. One general
problem that is very difficult to handle
involves litter in the irrigation ditche .
The amount of litter (garbage) found
in the ditch seems to be proportional
to the number of houses close to the
ditch. This creates several problems,
including orne that may be detrimental to h altho Al 0, more homes
mean mor obstacle placed acros
the e ditche , bridge ,etc. The e obtruction , plus the increa in litter
cau e the ditche t clog and generat
flooding problem in addition to the
c t of keeping them clear. Much of
thi litter end up on the farmer's
field which can b a nui ance to him .
Since t day litter include 0 man
pia tic t pe mat rial that do not decay and rot away the pr bl m can
be much more than a mere nui ance.

PROBLEM 4

Occasionally as the irrigation seaon comes around the irrigation company finds that an individual unfamiliar with the area has moved in and
completely removed a ditch because
he assumes it is his. In oth r cases,
he may use the property for a corral
or some other purpose that de troyed
the existing ditch. The irrigation company now has to convinc him (sometimes in court) that the ditch cannot
be altered unles approved by the
84

UTAH/S SALT DESERT
(Continued from paRe 74)

Some of the ampling technique
howed that s asonal variation affected alt movement in the soil profile. If precipitation wa heavy during the summer and light in the winter-salt levels were high toward the
soil surface in early spring. By contrast light ummer precipitation followed by a w t winter produced the
oppo ite result. Th relative amount
of winter precipitation seemed to b
the key to pringtime altlocation
within the oil profile.
Over time infiltration rates in plug
Ie sen while alt accumulation i accentuat d. The am ituation occur
in furrow but to a con iderably Ie er
xtent. In a sen e then gully plugs
are If-de tructive in the alt desert
far a plant growth i concerned .
OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE

With thi ba ic knowledge, USU
sci nti t know b tter what they re up
again t. They will have to go back to
the pr verbial drawing boards and try
to bre d and
I ct plants that will
grow in these areas. Hopefully it will
al 0 be pos ibl to devise ways of
nudging Mother Nature into a more
ho pitabl attitude by initiating productive modifications of salt desert
microenvironments.

SUMMARY

In ummary the irrigation companie can legally protect themselves
from most of these problem. However the time spent protecting their
inter st and ettling di putes impose
a financial burden that has or can
have a negativ impact on agriculture
through the price of water. It would
be w 11 for irrigation companies to be
alert t planning commission hearings
about new housing developments.
Similarl -city and county planning
commi ions would do well to conider irrigation company rights when
hou ing d v lopm nt proposals are on
their calendars.
UTAH
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Soils of the Wasatch valleys
LeMOYNE

A recently completed g neral oil
map made by the Soil Conservation
Service and the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, shows the di tribution of the major soil associations and
miscellaneous land areas in Utah. Because of the small scale and g neralized nature of the map, its major value
i for educational purpose . It preent in a general way the soil properti s important for making land use
decisions for large tracts of land .

WILSON

and

A.

R.

SOUTHARD

The information is not of sufficient
d tail to how soil conditions on small
tract of land. Detail d oil surveys
hav b en made recently of most of
the valleys along the Wasatch Front.
To obtain information about pecific
small areas, it i neces ary to consult
thes detail d surveys. Published
maps and reports are available for the
Utah Valley area and the DavisW b r area. Soils information for the
other valleys can be obtained from the

TOOLE

UINTAH

JUAB

CARBON

MILLARD
EMERY

Fl
BEAVER

GRANO

state or local SCS offices or from the
Soil Survey Office of Utah Agricultural Experim nt Station. In this
articl th oil are described in term
of the following properties: depth, texture, drainage, lope, permeability,
runoff rate and potential sediment
production. Knowledge of th
propertie i e ential in making plan to
u e the land for almost any purpo e.
Although these valleys con titute a
relativ ly small proportion of the land
area of the tate (less than 2 percent),
they are of major importance to the
conomy of the state. Approximately
85 percent of the state's population
lives in the area and about 25 percent
of the irrigated cropland occurs in
these valley . The Wasatch and Uintah Mountains provide most of the
water necessary to support man's activities in these areas.
The climate and vegetation are favorable for the formation of darkcolored soils with moderately high organic matter content which produce
a wide variety of field crops and fruit.
The well-drained soils located on the
higher lake terraces and fans are the
b st ites for fruit production. These
soil also have the most favorable
properties for the construction of low
buildings, and suburban developments
are rapidly extending onto many of
these soils.
EXTENT OF THE AREA

WAYNE

SAN JUAN
IRON

The Wasatch Front area shown in
figure 1 is a long relatively narrow,
area in the north central part of the
tat that extends from the Idaho

•
KANE

WASHINGTON

Figure 1. location of the Wasatch Front valleys: l - Cache Valley; 2- Bear
River Volley; 3-Weber-Dovis Area; 4-Solt lake Volley; 5-Utoh Valley;
6- Juob Valley.
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boarder for about 160 miles southward to the vicinity of Nephi. It lies
west of and immediately adjac nt to
the Wasatch Mountain Range. From
Nephi north to Brigham City the w st
front of the range is remarkably
traight. Near Brigham City the
range divides into two section : The
Bear River Range ea t of Cache
Valley and the Wellsville Rang on
the west side of the valley. The area
includes the Cache Valley and the
Bear River Valley in the north, the
great r Salt Lake Valley in the c ntral
part and Utah Vall y and North
Juab Valley in the south. The western
boundary of the area consists of relativ ly low hills in the north, the Great
Salt Lake near the center the Oquirrh
Mountains we t of Salt Lake City and
low hill in the ollthern part.
Exten iv ar a of a low lak plain
border the Great Salt Lake. These ar
mainly barren salt flats. On low lak
t rraces bordering the alt flat are
reas of soils that are strongly aff cted
by alt and sodium (alkali), and they
are poorly drained. The e area are
comparatively level with only minor
irregularities uch as drainag channels and low hummocks.

ern Idaho which i the n rth rn end
of Cache Vall
Thi outlet wa cut
rapidly in uncon lidated mat rial t
a depth of about 400 feet to olid
r ck. The lake t od f r a long period
of tim at the 4 750 f ot I v I (th
Provo hor Jin) and built large bar ,
bache, and d Ita principally along
the western ba e of the Wa atch
Mountain. Below th Provo level
are other smaller d Ita and terrac
built by the lake a it slowly shrank
by evaporation to the present level
of Great Salt Lake (approximate}
4200 feet).
CLIMATE

Th Wa atch Mountain Range with
el vations above 10,000 f t has a
mark d influence on the climate of the
area. Most of the storm approach
from the we t and northwest. As the
air currents ri e over the mountain ,
orne of the moisture condenses and
fall a rain or snow. Area near t
t the mountain in th eastern part
receive more precipitation than the
we tern part. The mean annual precipitation of valley land ranges from
about 14 to 25 inche. A characteristic f ature of the precipitation pat-

t rn i the lack of ignificant am unt
of rain during the ummer month.
Succ ful crop production exc pt for
wint r wh at i' thu ' d pend nt on an
uppl
f irrigation water.
ad quat
f it high
r at Salt Lak b call
alt c nt nt ne r freeze. Jt thereha a modifying ff ct on t mperatu. and rainfall ver much of the
c ntral p rtion f the area.
Th m an annual oil temp ratur
in th alley rang fr m ab ut 47 0
to 59 1) . Th length f the growing
ea n range from about 130 t 190
day. Th high r portion of the valley the high lake terrace and foothill have the 1 nger growing sea on
and the valle bottom have the
h rter a on. For thi r a on fruit
and v getabl. crop are grown on th
higher terrace and hardier crops uch
a grain and hay ar grown on th
low lake t rrace and bottom land .
The climate in the Wa atch Mountain i much wett r and cold r than
in th valley. Mean annual pr cipitation in the mountain range from
about 25 to mor than 40 inche , and
the mean annual oil temperatur is
I
than 47 ° F.

Streams ent ring the valleys, mainly
from the Wasatch Range, provided
th material that formed the extensive
deltas, terraces, and bar during the
Bonneville period. After the lake receded, the r cent flood plains and
alluvial fans were formed. The lake
terraces are largest near the mouths
of the larger canyons. Elevations of
the valley range from about 4,200 to
5 200 feet above s a level, but some
part extend to about 5,600 feet.
PHYSIOGRAPHY, R~LlEF,
AND DRAINAGE

Lake Bonneville at a comparatively
late geologic period covered much of
th area. Great Salt Lake, occupying
the lowest part of the basin is a
hrunk n remnant of old Lake Bonnevi11e. At it maximum capacity, Lake
Bonneville covered the area to an elevation of about 5 150 feet. At this
elevation the Lake overflowed at Red
Rock Pas north of Preston in south86

Fig ure 2 .

lake terraces at base of West Front of Wasatch Mo untains, near
logan, Utah.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SOILS

A soil association is an area in
which two or more different soils
characteristically occur side by side in
definite patterns and proportions. The
soil associations consist of two or
more groups of soils (subgroups of the
classification system).
Soils that are most extensive in the
Wasatch Front area have formed on
lake terraces, deltas, alluvial fans, and
flood plains at elevations ranging from
about 4,200 to 5,300 feet. The relief is mainly smooth to gently undulating with slopes ranging from about
I to 6 percent, but with some terrace
escarpments that are much steeper.
These soils occur in three different
associations. These associations consist mainly of dark-colored, deep,
medium to moderately fine-textured
soils. One association of sodic and
saline soils is of minor extent in valley
bottoms.
Descriptions of each of these four
oil associations follows:
PARLEYS-KIDMAN-AVON
ASSOCIATIONl

These soils are located mainly in
the northern part of Utah in Cache
Valley and Salt Lake Valley on lake
terraces at elevations ranging from
about 4,300 to 5,300 feet. The relief
is mainly smooth with nearly level to
gently sloping surfaces. Some areas
of steeply sloping terrace escarpments
are included, however.
This association consists of about
40 percent Parleys and Timpanogas
soil series, 20 percent Kidman and
Lakewin soil series, and 15 percent
A von and Mendon soil series with
inclusions of other soils.
The Parleys and Timpanogas soils
are deep with dark brown loamy surface layers, fine loamy or gravelly fine
loamy subsoils underlain by a layer
with a large amount of lime. The
Kidman and Lakewin soils are deep
l (CALCIC ARGIZEROLLS and CALCIC HAPLOXEROLLS) Subgroup classification in soil taxonomy.
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with dark brown loamy or gravelly
loamy surface horizons, loamy or very
gravelly loamy subsoil underlain at
moderate depths (15 to 36 inches) by
loamy or very gravelly loamy horizons
with accumulations of lime.
The A von and Mendon soil are
deep with thick dark gray or black
fine silty surface horizons, fine silty
or clayey subsoils, underlain by a fine
silty or fine loamy horizon of lime
accumulation.
These soils are well drained. Permeability is moderate, runoff is slow
to rapid and sediment production is
moderate to low.
Most areas of these soils are used
for crop production either irrigated
or dry farmed.

The soils are well drained. Permeability ranges from moderate to rapid,
runoff is medium to low and sediment
production is low.
These soils have many uses. Fruit
has been a major crop from Brigham
City south through Utah County, but
this use is rapidly giving way to housing developments. Some areas are
used for dry farming and other areas
are used for range where big sagebrush with associated grasses and
forbs are the main vegetative types.
Some areas have been eeded to wheat
grasses.
GREENSON-LOGAN-KIRKHAM
ASSOCIATION3

This association is located on the
high lake terraces and old alluvial
fans from the Idaho line to the vicinity
of Nephi. The relief is generally
mooth with slopes of Ie s than 5 percent.

These soils occur on stream terraces, flood plains and low lake terraces and valley bottoms in Cache
Valley in Weber and Davis Counties
and in Utah Valley northwest of
Provo and west of Spanish Fork. The
relief is smooth with slopes of less
than 2 percent. Because of their low
position in the valleys these soils are
continuously wet in some part unless
artificially drained.

The association consists of about
30 percent Sterling and Welby soil
series, 25 percent Bingham and Parleys soil series, 20 percent Lakewin
and Kidman soil series with inclusions
of other soils.

This association consists of about
30 percent Greenson and Collett soil
series, 30 percent Logan and Salt
Lake soil series, and 15 percent Kirkham and Benjamen soil series with
inclusions of other soils.

The Sterling and Welby soils are
deep, with dark brown loamy or gravelly loamy surface horizons and fine
loamy, fine silty or very gravelly
loamy, strongly calcareous horizons of
lime accumulation. The Bingham and
Parleys soils are deep, with dark
brown loamy or gravelly loamy surface horizons, fine loamy or graveUy
fine loamy subsoils, underlain by a
horizon of lime accumulation that in
places is sandy and very gravelly. The
Lakewin and Kidman soils are deep,
with dark brown loamy or gravelly
loamy surface horizons, loamy or very
gravelly loamy subsoils, underlain at
moderate depths (15 to 36 inches) by
loamy or very gravelly loamy horizons
of lime accumulation.

The Greenson and Collett soils are
deep, with loamy or fine loamy, slightly calcareous subsoils underlain by a
light gray layer of lime accumulation.
A water table commonly occurs between 30 and 40 inches where the
soils have not been drained. The Logan and Salt Lake soils are deep, with
very dark gray or black, fine silty surface horizons underlain by a light
gray, fine silty or clayey lime accumulation. Distinct brown mottles occur
in the lower depths. The depth to the
water table ranges from about 18 to
40 inches. The Kirkham and Benjamen soils are deep, with dark grayish
brown, fir.e silty or clayey surface

STERLING-BINGHAM-LAKEWIN
ASSOCIATION2

(TYPIC CALCIXEROLLS and CALCIC ARGIXEROLLS)
2

3 (ACQUIC
CALCIUSTOLLS. AERIC
CALCIAQUOLLS AND FLUVENTIC
HAPLUSTOLLS)
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horizons. The subsoil is light brownish gray fine silty or clayey, and moderately calcareous. The soils are mottled below 30 inches and the water
table fluctuates between 30 and 45
inches.
These soils are poorly drained.
Permeability ranges from moderately
slow to very slow, runoff is slow and
sediment production is low.
Many areas have been artificially
drained and are used for general irrigated farming. Undrained areas are
wet meadows growing grasses and
sedges.
PA YSON-AIRPORT
ASSOCIATION-l

This association occurs in all the
valleys of the Wasatch Front. The
oils are on low lake terraces and in
valley bottoms at elevations of 4,220
to 4 700 feet. The relief is smooth to
gently undulating with slopes mainly
less than 3 percent.
The association consists of about
4 percent Payson and Leland soil
series, 30 percent Airport soil eries
with inclusions of other soils.
The Payson and Leland oils are
deep with light brownish gray silty
loamy surface horizons, strongly pri matic fine siity or clayey ubsoil underlain by fine silty or clayey lime
accumulation horizons. Exchangeable
odium content is high below the urface horizon. The Airport soil are
deep with dark colored fine silty urface horizon and with prismatic or
blockly fine silty subsoils underlain
by light gray or olive gray, gleyed and
mottled substratum. Exchangeable
dium content is high below the surface.
The
oils are mainly poorly
drained. Permeability is slow to very
slow, runoff is slow and sediment production is low to moderate.
The native vegetation is mainly
saltgrass, greasewood and alkali sacaton.
t

(TYPIC NATRUSTALFS AND TYPIC

N ATRAQUOLLS)
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BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK . . .

What you've wanted
to know about lawns
WILLIAM

F.

The millions of charcoal fires lit
every night in suburbia aU t to a
dramatic trend on the American domestic scene the la t decade or two.
This is, simply, the full enjoyment by
a family of its outdoor living room.
No longer is the family content to
remain within the wall of the house.
Their activities now extend from lot
line to lot line for eating, playing
cooking entertaining, gardening, loafing' or other leisure pursuits. No
matter how the home owner u e hi
lawn, he will have to inve t time
effort, and money to e tablish and
maintain it, and these investment will
be wasted unless he u
the proper
techniques. Frequently the home
owner may be unaware that he i
doing or has done anything wrong
until h read an article like this one.
SEEDBED PREPARA liON

A good quality lawn which can be
maintained ucces fully, depends upon
sound establishment practice. These
include uch thing a complete plans
and specifications for the· job and all
of the preliminary op rations of land
clearing trash removal provision for
drainage and irrigation, the soil modification. Establi hm nt may also include grading and tillage , as well as
fertilizer and herbicide application .
With adequate planning many serious
mistakes can be avoided and lawn
grasses can be persuaded to thrive on
a wide variety of soils. One of the
primary secrets of success is to assure
germinating grass seeds of intimate
contact with soil particles and ample
moisture for the newly developing
roots.
WHEN TO SEED

April May, August and September

CAMPBELL

are ideal month for the preparation
f n w lawn. C I weath r and the
pring and fall rain give the grass
an excellent chance to germinate and
get a good tart under the mo t ideal
conditions. Autumn is especially
good, because while the gras thrives
in th cool weather, the weeds will
make little growth until warm weather
returns in the pring. If your lawn
gets a vigorou start in the fall, the
w d won't find a spot in which to
g t tart d the following pring.
TYPES OF SEEDS TO PLANT

When you buy lawn eed, rememb r to r ad the label on the package
car fully. Federal and State seed laws
insure that the label will be truthful
and adequate information about the
quality of the seed. Every label
should include the following information: ( 1) fine or coarse textured
kind of grasse (2) kinds of seeds
and percentages of each, (3) variety
of eed, (4) germination percentage,
(5) weed seeds, (6) noxious-weed
seeds, (7) other crop seeds and (8)
inert matter.
What may superficialJy appear to
be a 'bargain, may produce a coarse,
ugly lawn. By contrast, the few
pounds of good eed, of preferred
varieties that are needed to seed an
ordinary size lawn may cost more initially, but be a bargain in the long
run. If the home owner is in doubt
a to which is the best vari ty for this
particular use he should contact his
State University Extension Specialist.

•
WILLIAM F. CAMPBELL is an Associate Professor of Agronomy in the Department of
plant Science.
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FERTILIZERS

WATERING

Fertilizer requir ments vary so
widely in the Mountain West that
specific recommendations are difficult to make. Therefore, for any
fertilizer program to be successful it
hould begin with a soil test that is
interpreted in terms of the turf requirements. Turfgrasses are usually
rather uniform in their requirement
for the major elements (nitrogen,
pho phorus, and potassium). In the
Mountain West, however, soils vary
widely in their supply of these nutrients. In fact, many well-fertilized
lawns may have excess phosphorus
and potassium. A complete fertilizer
hould, ther fore, be used only if indicated by a soil te t. In the Mountain West the minor elements frequ ntly present a problem by being
pre ot in toxic amounts or, more
ften, by bing in short supply or unavailable becau e the soil contains exce ive amounts of calcium sodium or
ther salt . A healthy lawn, nourished
by the essential nutrient elements, will
have a rich green color, dense springy
turf, and a strong re i tance to weeds
and diseases.

Home lawns in Utah must be watred from lat April to early October.
Thi can be an expen ive operation in
area where water i in short supply
and rates are high. Moreover, much
valuable water i often wa ted on
many home lawn b.. cause of improper irrigation procedure. Water
hould not be applied faster than it
can be taken in by the oil. Watering
the, lawn lightly or at frequent intervals should al 0 b avoided as this
causes shallow growth of gras root
stimulates growth of weed, creates
conditions favorable for turfgrass
diseases and wastes much of the water
by surface evaporation. Ideally it is
better to water heavily and less frequently. This generally means about
once every 5 to 7 days after the previous watering or heavy rain. Actually less water will be used if the soil
is wet thoroughly to a depth of I to
2 feet at each irrigation. For most
home sprinklers, this requires 1 to 2
hours at each setting. Because sandy
soils hold less water, they may need
watering more frequently for shorter
periods. The home owner can determine the effectiveness of his watering chedule and the depth of penetration with a soil probe or spade.
Watering can be continued until the
oil i wet to the desired depth. Deep
watering also increases the reservoir
of oil moisture. Thi encourages
deep penetration of roots of the deirable grass plants. When turfgrasses
are thus established the lawn will
tay fresh and green for a 'much
longer period of time.

Green plant fe d through their
root which absoTb moisture and food
el ments in the soil. Thus, no ingle
practice can do more to keep your
lawn beautiful than regular and properly timed feeding. According to Dr.
Paul Christensen 1 , Soil Extension
Sp cialist, Utah State University, nitrogen fertilizer applied 2 or 3 times
during the growing season will suffice
for most Utah areas. The two most
uitable and commonly available
nitrogen fertilizers are ammonium
nitrate and ammonium sulfate.
These may be applied uniformly
lOver tlhe lawn area at 5 and 8
pounds per 1,000 square feet, respectively. Most fertilizers can, however,
burn the blades and shoots of a turf
if applied when the plants are damp.
They should therefore be watered in
promptly to move the fertilizer down
into the root zone.
1 Personal

Communication.
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MOWING

Lawns are mowed mostly for appearance. Therefor, mowing should
be started a soon as there is sufficient
growth to cut with the mower set at
about ] 1f2 inches. If the lawn is to
be used as a play area for children,
however you would be wise to keep it
omewhat higher, from 2 to 2%
in~he. Also, cutting at the greater
h~lght encourages deeper rooting and
discourages germination of weed
seeds.
Mowing should be started before
the grass becomes tall enough to bend

or fall over and become matted. Excessive removal of blades at anyone
time results in an imbalance between
top and roots, which retards growth
of roots while food reserves are used
in new top growth. When the grass
plant is under drought or high temperature stress, severe defoliation may
result in dormancy or death. Moreover, the sudden removal of long
blade exposes previously protected
gras to the elements. Also when
light reaches the soil level, it enhance
the germination and survival of crabgrass and many other weeds that are
photosensitive. Frequent mowing at
a uniform height will help maintain
a maximum density of foliage. A
rapidly growing vigorous lawn is best
mowed about every 4 days during
the growing season, or wh never the
grass is V2 inch or more above normal. The home owner should mow at
the same height each time, but never
mow in the same pattern twice in succession. Cutting from different directions avoids setting the gra s in a
mowing pattern.
Whether you use a hand mower, a
power reel power, or a rotary power
mower, it should be adjusted properly
and be sharp enough to cut the grass
cleanly without bruising or tearing the
leaves. To adjust the mower you
have to get acquainted with the ' nuts
and bolts" on it. Place the mower
on a flat surface, such as a sidewalk
or driveway, and measure the height
of the bed knife. Most reel type mower adjust by raising or lowering the
back roller which is usually made
possible by loosening the bolts on
either side. The reel should be set
firmly against the bed knife. The cutting edge of the bed knife of reel type
mowers and the reel bJades should be
sharp. When the lawn is mowed often
and regularly the clippings may be left
to settle around the grass as a mulch.
PEST CONTROL

The single most important item in
achieving effective control of pests is
proper, fast diagnosis of the problem.
Control measures should be applied
before serieus damage has been done.
Further, if the problem is one of
89

weeds, the importance of accurate
identification is more strongly emphasized by so many chemicals being
specific for one or at moot a few
species. Proper treatment fully hlankets the active pests without damaging
the desirable turf. Whether the problem is one of weeds, insects or diseases, the home owner should consult the University Extension Specialist for assistance in identification and
detailed recommendations for control.
Frequently pests reoccur, e.g.,
weed seeds that germinate over a long
period of time may escape the effects
of a single herbicide application. A
well-kept lawn, however, seldom has
weeds. The best 'l ong-range control
measure for most lawn weeds starts
with good fertilization, good watering practices and good lawn sanitation, so that permanent grasses get a
head start before such weeds as crabgrass and annual bluegrass get a
chance to start. A good stand of high
mowed turf that is watered once every
5 to 7 days offers th,e most effective
control of turf weeds. If your permanent lawn is thick and well established
before the weed seeds begin to germinate, these permanent grasses will
choke them out.
In controlling weeds in turf keep
the following basic principles in mind:
1. All weeds have periods of active
growth and period of relatively
slow growth.
2. HeI1bicides are most effective
when applied to plants that are
growing rapidly.
3. Ornamental plants also have alternating periods of active and
slow growth.
4. Risk of injury to valuable plants
from accidental contact with
herbicides is least when these
plants are dormant or growing
slowly.
5. The res'p onse of plants to a
herbicide depends on the dosage
applied, the material used to
dilute the concentrated chemicals, and the species of weed.
90

6. Grassy weeds are harder to kill
than are most broad-leaved
weeds.

7. Seedlings of all species are more
easily killed than are older
plants of these pecies.
8. Turf grasses vary in their tolerances fo'r herbicides but none
are completely immune. Thus,
dosage levels must be kept below the point where serious injury is likely to occur.
With the above stated principles in
mind, it is only necessary to select a
chemical suitable for the weed or
weeds to be killed, measure the correct amount for the area to be treated,
apply the mixture uniformly, and
then wait for the weeds to die. After
the weeds have been killed proper
management practices can keep the
turf from becoming reinfe ted. The e
include:
1. Regular and adequate fertilizing.

2. Watering adequately in dry seasons.
3. Mowing at a height that will permit reasonable growth of gras
tops and roots.
TURF RENOVATION

Renovatjon may be defined as restoring a poor quality lawn to good
condition without completely tilling
or removing existing sod. The extent
of a renovation program is determined by the degree of turf deterioration. If more than 50 percent of the
lawn consists of desirable grasses, it is
possible to renovate. Renovation may
involve either handraking and seeding a few dead spots or reworking
the entire· turf area with power equipment (vertical mowers, aerators, spikers, etc.), with or without the application of contact herbicides.
Some of the most common causes
for turf deterioration are: (a) poor
maintenance practices; (b) injury due
to insects, diseases and winter killing;
(c) poor physical properties of the
soil; (d) soil compaction; (e) use of
unadapted grasses; and (f) low fer-

tility and unfavorable soil reaction.
Be·fore a home owner attempts renovating it is most important that he
determine the cause or causes of the
lawn deterioration and then carry out
a corrective program or renovation
may become an annual requirement.
Some steps in renovating a deteriorated lawn are:
I. Eradicate weedy plants by using
an appropriate herbicide. Consult the State University Extension Weed Specialist about herbicides registered for use and
apply at the recommended rates.
The herbicides should not leave
residues or they hould be applied enough in advance to decompose b fore renovation.

2. Obtain a soil test b.. fore renovation so that adequate fertilizers may be supplied to correct
any nutritional deficiencies.
3. Prepare a suitable seedbed without destroying desirable grasses
by using a motorized vertical
mower. This mower aids in removing the dead vegetation and
thatch so that the new seeding
can come into contact with the
soil.
4. Mix fe.rtilizers into the soil.
S. Seed the desired grass species
or mixtures. The seeding rate
may b~ reduced by one.-half that
of the normal recommended
rate.
6. To give the seeds intimate contact with the soil, the area
should be raked lightly.
7. Until the new seedlings are
established, keep the surface
moist.

APPLY 'UTICIDU ONLY AS DI·
RECTED. Apply them only to the
crops specified, in amounts
specified and at times specified
fn label instruction" or by your
agricultural luthorities.
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GUIDE FOR UTAH . . .

Regional climatic planning
E.

ARLO

Due to the wide variation in the climate f th
state caused by the divergen e of latitude, ele ation :
and other topographic feature Ih e state ha been
divided into seven semi-homogenous C/imati ' regiom
or zones. It is recognized that the climate in each zan
may vary considerably from one 10 alit to another.
but u e of the e divisions does make it po sible I
present in a more manageable form a general reviey.
of the climate of the stat and its variability .
While each of the e divisions cover rather largE
areas of the tate, studies have hown that, in general.
the probabilities given do repre ent a fair guide to thf:
variability of weather conditions at most locations

RICHARDSON
l' ithin ea h region. If a more a 'curate e timate for a
specific localit i desired, th e e same probabilities
can be applied to the lon o term a era es for specifi
location within ea h di i ion. The di isions are outlined on the map below.

1/ th e information gi en in these ummaries does
not meet our need plea e feel free to ontact th e
author" ho is the ational Weather ervice Climatologist f r Utah lationed at Ulah tale Uni ersit , L ogan Utah 432 2.
Data for th e month of Jul , August, and eptember appeared in the Jlln e J 972 is £Ie of Utah S ience.
OCTOBER

October is a month during which
anticyclonic circulation s em to dominate the surfac weather picture.
High pressure cells control the circulation an average of 4 day each
month and low pres ure only 2 days.
By contrast th re are a larger number
of upp r level low pressure cells over
the intermountain area than during
any other fall or winter month. As a
result of this upper level circulation
the precipitation is more g ntle and
long lasting than during the summer.
The e periods with precipitation are
intermix d with fine mild weather
which may on occa ion last from 1 to
2 w eks. During uch table period
pollution of the atmo phere in industrial localities may become a serious problem.

/
TOOELE

./.

\.
\
WESTERN

[7 I./
fJVNER

SOUTHEAST

WAYNE

IRON

The first snowstorms of the year
often cross the northern portion of
the state during this month but the
now cover is usually of very short
duration due to warm soil temperatures. The air temp rature begins to
how the more characteristic variability of winter but in general October is a most invigorating month.
A verage maximum temp rature are

•
Figure 1.

Map of Utah showing dimatic divisions .
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E. ARLO RICHARDSON is the National Weather
Service Climatologist for Utah stationed at
Utah Stat. University.
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Div#
no.

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

Avg
max

66
81
66
67
62
66
70

Avg
min

35
47
39
34
29
32
37

Avg
temp

Avg
range

51
63
52

31
34
2'7
33
33
34
313

SO

45
49
54

Hi
max

92
99
95
94
88
89
99

Low
min

3
20
7
-1
-8
4
0

Avg days
32 mln*
or less

Probability eyo) avg temp will be
within given degrees of normal
± 1°
± 2°
±3°
±4°
±5°

15
1
7
15
22
17
8

47
38
51
46
48
52
52

79
68
83
78
80
84
84

94
86
96
94
95
96
96

99
95
99
99
99
99
99

100
99
100
100
100
100
100

DIVISION PRECIPITATION DATA

Div#
no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mean
pcpn

.8
.9
1.4
1.0
1.5
.9
1.0

Greatest
monthly

Least
monthly

3.7
3.4
4'.6
3.8
5'.2

0
0
0
0
0

l.l

0

3.8

0

Avg
snowfoil

1
0
1
1
2
T
T

Avg
days
meas
pcpn

5
3,
6
5
7
6
5

Expected pcpn amounts (inches)
for selected probabilities

Ed %
sun·
shine

10/,,0

20%

75
79
72
70
67
71
74

1.6
1.9
2.6
2.1
2.8
1.7
2.0

1.3
1.6
2.1
17
2.3
1.4
1.6

50%

80%

.8
.9
1.4
1.0
1.5
.9
1.0

.2
.1
.6
.3
.6
.3
.3

90%

0
0
.2
0
.2

*
0

Div no 1-Wester~, 2-Dixie, 3-North Central, "'-South Central, 5-Northern Mountains, 6-Uinta Basin, 7-South East
* Less than .05 inches

#

near the mid 60s and minimums average between 30 and 40 degrees in
most of the populated areas of the
state. The highest maximum of record
for October was 97 on the 13th in
1950 at Zion National Park. The
coldest temperature of record for the
month occurred at Blacksmith Fork
on the 29th in 1917, a cold 8 degrees
below zero. The greatest precipitation in 24 hours (4.10) inches occurred at Monticello on October 5 1911.
NOVEMBER

November is the second driest
month of the year except along the
Wasatch front and in the northern
mountains. On the average, 5 days
per month show a high pressure cell
dominating the weather pattern over
the state and as a result the concentrations of air pollutants increases and
low visibility may become a problem.
The month usually finds one or two
storm fronts from the Pacific sweeping across the area and the first per92

sistent snowcover at hi.gher elevations
usually begins to build up during this
month. Snowfall during the month
averages between 2 and 5 inches over
most of the state but only traces are
usually found in the Dixie divisions.
The greatest precipitation in 24 hours
during this month-4.50 inches occurred in 19] 9 at Monticello on the
27th.
Temperatures take their annual
plunge into the subfreezing zone during this month with minimum temperatures dropping below freezing on
well over two-thirds of the days. Occasionally, the coldest temperatures of
the year have been recorded during
thi month. The highest temperature
ever reported in the state during November is 86 degrees on the 3rd in
1925 at St. George. The coldest temperature was 28 degrees below zero at
Blacksmith Fork on the 13th in 1916.
DECEMBER

December has a carryover of November's more stable weather condi-

tions. On the average, high pressure
ystems dominate the weather pattern
4 days out of each month in the intermountain area and thus fog and
restricted visibility may be quite common in many northern valleys during
the early part of the month.
Low pressure systems occur with
about the same frequency as in November, but these seem to be more
frequent during the latter part of the
month. December, on the average, is
one of the wettest months of the year
in the northern mountains but the
greatest 24 hour precipitation of 3.30
inches occurred at Moab on December 31 ] 915.
Over most of the state, December
the second coldest month of the
year. The coldest temperature ever
recorded in the state during the month
was 49 degrees below zero at Woodruff on the 12th in 1932. By contrast, a 79 degree temperature was
reported at Rockville on the 3rd of
the month in 1906.
UTAH
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Div #
no

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

Avg
max

Avg
min

Avg
temp

Avg
range

50
64
49
52
45
48
53

23
33
27
23
18
19
24

37
49
38
38
32
34
39

27
31
22
30
27
29
29

Hi
max

Low
min

79
86
79
81
77
77
85

-22
4
-26
-23
-28
-19
-12

Avg days
32 min*
or Ie"

26
14
22
25
28
27
26

Probability <%) avg temp will be
within given degrees of normal
11
±2!!
±3!!
±4

±1!!

44
49
43
44
41
43
48

23
26
22
23
21
22
25

62
68
61
62
58
60
67

75
81
74
75
71
74
81

±5

11

85
90
84
85
82
84
89

DIVISION PRECIPITATION DATA

Div
no

#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mean
pcpn

Greatest
monthly

Least
monthly

.7
.9
1.4
.9
1.6
.5
.6

1.8
2.9
2.8
2.3
3.7
2.0
2.0

*
0
*
.1

Avg
snowfall

Avg
days
meas
pcpn

3
.4
5
4
21
2
1

6
4
7
6
8
6
5

.1
0

0

Est %
sunshine

10%

61
68
52
54
48
61
64

1.2
1.8
2.3
1.6
2.8
1.0
1.1

Expected pcpn amounts (inches)
for selected ~robabilities
20%
50%
80%

1.0
1.5
2.0
1.3
2.4
.8
.9

.7
.9
1.4
.9
1.6
.5
.6

.3
.3
.8
.4
.9
.1
.2

90%
.1
*
.5
.2
.5
*

*

# Div no 1-Western, 2-Dixie, 3-North Central, 4-South Central, 5-Northern Mountains, 6-Uinta Basin, 7-South Eaat
* Less than .05 inches

DECEM88l
DIVISION TEMPERATURE DATA
Div#
no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Avg
max

Avg
min

Avg
temp

Avg
range

40
54
40
43
37
35
43

18
28
21
17
13
10
16

29
40
30
30
24
22
29

23
26
19
26
24
26
27

Hi
max

70
75
68
74
68
63
76

Avg day.
32 min*
or less

Low

min

Probability <%) avg temp will be
within given d!Srees of normal
±~ .
±so
±1°
±3°
±4°

20

28
23
28
30'
31
31
31

-38
-4
-40
-36
-49
-39
-24

2S

21
21
21
14
20

39
47
41
42
42
29
39

56
66
58
59
59
42
56

70
79
72
72
72
54
70

80
89
82
85
85
64
80

DIVISION PRECIPITATION DATA

Div#
no.

Mean
pcpn

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

.7
1.3
1.6
1.1
2.1
.7
.7

Greatest
monthly

1.5
3.1
3.4
3.0
5.8
2.2
1.8

Least
monthly

.1
*
.3
.1
.3
.1

0

Avg
snowfall

5
2
11

8
~2

7
5

Avg
days
meas
pcpn

8
4
9
7
10
7
5

Est %
sun·
shine

54
60
45
50
38
5'2
60

Expected pcpn amounts (tnc:hes)
for selected probabilities
10%

20%

1.2
2.4
2.4
1.9
3.6
1.4
1.3

1.0
2.0
2.1
1.7
3.1
1.1
1.1

50%
.7
1.3
1.6
1.1
2.1
.7
.7

80%

.4
.5
1.0
.6
1.1
.2
.3

90%

.3
.1
.7
.3
.6

*
.1

# Div no l-Western, 2-Dixie, 3-North Central, 4-South Central, s-Northern Mountains, 6-Uinta 8astn, 7-South Ealt
* Less than .05 inches
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
FINANCIAL REPORT, 1968 -1971
A report of income and expenditures is an inadequate measur of an
organization dedicated to the public
benefit through the increas of human
knowledge, but such is the legal requirement and this is its fulfillment.
Of some public interest is the fact
that though assigned the responsibility
of conducting studies to insure for
Utah a good supply of food, a congenial natural environment and progressive prosperous rural living, the
financial support is derived about 43
per cent each from the state and from

federal agencies and J4 percent from
private companies and sales of farm
produce.
The funds upport the equivalent of
65 full time sci nti ts. Since however n arly all ar employed part
time a teachers, about 100 total scientists are involved. The Agricultural Experiment Station, therefore,
has an important side-benefit of adding to the range of exp rtise and the
academic excellence of the teaching
staff at Utah Stat University in Agriculture and related fields.

The Experiment Station operates
five experimental farms in Cache Valley, and other farms or centers at
North Ogden, Farmington, Provo
Nephi
Eph;:aim, Panquitch and
Cedar City. In addition, numerous
studies are conducted on private farms
and in rural communities. There is
no part of the state not touched in
numerous ways by the Experiment
Station Programs. Anyone desiring
further information is invited to write
or call.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Available Revenue and Expenditvres of the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station
for the FiS«lI Yea r 1968-1969
Fund.
Federal
Ha.ch

Available revenue
Expenditures
Salaries
Lobar
Trovel
Supplies and materials
Other services
Equipment and
Land and structures
Stoff benefits
Total Expend itures
Balance

Regional
research

indirec:t

Federal
Sale.

S.a.e
fund.

grants

Gift. and
grants

Mci ntire ..
Stennis

Basic
r•• eorch

Grant

10,465

376,876

206,057

450,539

221,759

1,157,951

245,423

43,158

11,509

277,311
30, 138
4,581
44,820

103,218
45,960
10,345
33,435

1,320
6,679
7,495
53,367

717,108
99,666
14,052
175,307

5,293
2,513

13,099

11 ,563

38,655

51 ,207
29,755
10,075
28,679
11,144
5,391

26,460
4,586
3,833
2,245

20,026

187,201
119,634
15,287
56,504
19,520
12,719

206,057

19,405
430,27'0

1,032
81,456
140,303

111,590
1,156,378
1,573

5,745
141,996
103,427

376,876

20,269

ooIeI

3,70'3

633

11,509

633
9,832

2,325

39,449
3,709

Total

2,723,737
1,369, 118
338,931
65,668
398,690
30,664
103,781
137,772
2,444,624
279, 113

FINANCIA.L STATEMENT
Available Revenue and Expenditures of the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station
for the Fiscal Year 1969-1970
Fund.
Federal
Ha.ch

Available revenue
Expenditures
Salaries
Wages
Travel
Current expenses
Other contractual services
Equipment and land division
Staff benefits
Total Expenditures
Bolance

94

Regional
research

grants

indirect

Fedoral
Sol ..

S.a.e
fund.

Gift. and

Mcintire·
Stennis

80sic
research

209,619

49,440

5

742,777
112,479
16,076
155,800

31,888
23,219
14,503
33,347

25,337
8,750
3,922
5,459

1,474,967
335,313
80,148
390, 149

33,700
122,487
1,183,319
1,831

10,094
3,843
116,894
92,725

1,376

127,749
146,286
2,554,612
210,634

389,808

218 ,491

470,568

232,333

1,185,150

296,248
30,566
5,200
37,258

143,775
32,005
9,562
18,208

195,348
125,081
16,781
78,681

39,594
3,213
14,1-04
61,396

20,536

14,941

25,159
19,404

21,943
552

389,808

218,491

460,454

140,802

10,114

91 ,531

grants

44,844
4,596

5

UTAH

Grant
sol.'I

9,832

9,832

Total

2,765,246

SCIENCE

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Available Revenu e and Expend itures of the Utah Agricultural Ex peri ment Station
fo r the Fiscal Yea r 1970-1971
Fund.
fed.rol
Regionol
Ho lch

Available revenue
Expenditures
Salaries
Wages
Travel
Current expenses
Copital outlay
Stoff benefits
Toto I Expenditures
Bolonce

'.'(tOrch

gron ll
indi rect

fed.rol
Sol..

Slote
fund.

Gift. and
grants

McintireStennis

262,395

56,946

35,917
22,140
17,256
47,111
22,605
3,849
148,878
113,517

34,911
2,726
2,780
6,573
6,870

425,554

252,064

408,490

210,817

1,259,095

363,484
25,325
6,647
23,733
6,365

164,481
4.2 ,186
12,148
24,244
9,005

425,554

252,064

170,323
105,162
8,321
79,006
19,543
19,634
401,989
6 ,501

16,025
3,758
11,917
82,469
6,422
229
120,820
89,997

795,531
105,426
19,144
181,652
21,990
134,520
1,258,263
832

8aolc

research

5

53,860
3,086

5

5

Grant
sales

13,540

800
87

887
12,653

Toto I

2,888,906
1,580,670
306,723
79,013
444,880
92,800
158,232
2,662,320
226, 586

UTAH TREE
BULLETIN
POPULAR
U tah is a state of great diver ity,
not only in it cenic beauty and other
natural a pect but aloin it nativ
plant life.
early on -third of Utah
land area (52.7 million acre) i coered with arboresc nt (tree-Eke) getation. Generally very little i kn wn
about these native tr e of our tate.
A new booklet ((Common ative
Trees of Utah' wa mad available t
the people of our tat and others in
August of 1971. This color-cover
booklet was written by Carl M . J ohnon Utah Stat Exten ion Forester
and Assi tant P rofe or of F r t Science at Utah Stat Univer ity. It
cover in detail 45 eparate pecie
of trees and 14 other clo ely relat d
hrubby species.
It begins with g neral information
concerning the exten t and importanc
of for t and tre to the people of
Utah. It al 0 contain fact and genral inf rmation about the wner hip
a nd managem nt f the e f re ted
land.
Th n xt major ection d fine the
mak -up of a tree and it part . Thi
ction i foll wed by a imple' key
that will a i t even th novic in
pecies identification. An inquisitive
upp r 1ern ntary tudent hould hay
little troubl in identifying any of our
na tiv tree in their natural ettings
when u ing th i ' key.
S EPTEMBER
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The major portion of the bookl t
f How with detailed d cription
f
each peci
including de cription f
di tincti e tre part th natural habitat in which ach p c ~e grow a nd
general information c nc rning it
u . Al
ther ar black and white
picture
f ach p cie howing the
wh ] tr e and it di tinctiv part a
\ 11 a a map that d ~lineat the ar a
f th
tate in which it grow natUially.

managing ag ncie
tate.
pi
kle t are availabl
at co t (
ach) from the Agricultural Experim nt Stati n Utah Stat
Univer ity Logan , Utah 84322.
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Whitetail deer fawns double
their weight in 15 days and quadruple it in a month. The phenomenal growth is due to the richness
of the mother's milk, which contains twice the solids of a Jersey
cow's and three times the fat and
protein.
•
The Sparrow Hawk rarely dines
on sparrows. Its diet consists chiefly of insects and mice.

POST AGE PA ID
U.s. DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICUL TURE
AGR 101

•

A temporary egg tooth enables
a baby snake to break out of its
egg.

•

The giant Canada goose, largest
of the species, weighs from 10 to
20 pounds, while the smallest, the
cackling Canada, weighs only 2 to
4 pounds.
. . . V.

Q . . . . . .,

•

lIa

WILDLIFE NOTES
The chinook salmon is the largest kind of salmon. Its meat is
eaten and its eggs are used for
caviar.

Walleyed pike prefer deep water
during daylight hours, but move
into shallow sandbar areas to feed
at night.

The walrus uses its long tusks
to dig clams from the floor of the
sea.

The great horned owl, largest of
the "eared" species, measures nearly two feet in length and boasts a
wingspan of 36 to 60 inches.

•

•

Meadow voles have a blunt,
round head and their short, stubby
tails are covered with fur~ whereas
mice have sharp faces and long
scaly tails.

•

A Canada goose banded April
22, 1951 , on Maine's Merrymeeting Bay, was shot in North Carolina on December 18, 1969.

•

•

Some American pintail ducks fly
to and from the Hawaiian Islands
in one year, a total distance of approximately 4,000 miles, while
others fly to Palmyra Island and
back, an additional 2,000 miles.

•

Predators are unique in that they
exercise some birth control. Litter
sizes are reduced during periods of
food shortages and increased when
food supplies are plenty.

The world's population of captive whooping cranes has been reduced to 21. About 60 cranes are
believed to exist in the wild.

•

Young night herons, having
completed an apprenticeship in the
nest, use their feet, necks and wings
to climb to the top of the tree or
shrub where they remain until
ready to fly.

The horns of a male antelope
average 13 inches in length. Females also grow horns, but they
usually grow no longer than four
inches.
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•

Deer offspring are able to walk
at birth and can outrun dogs and
men at the age of three months.

•

Spawning bullheads and catfish
are a threat to their own offspring.
They pick up the eggs they lay in
holes dug in the mud, to wash them
in their mouths, and sometimes forget to return them to the nest.

•

The giant otter of South America averages from five to six feet
from nose to tail tip.

•

Males of many insect species do
not survive the winter. Survival of
the race is assured through the females, which are fertilized before
they bed down for the winter.

•

The incubation period for brown
pelican eggs is approximately 30
days. The young are ready for reproduction in their second year.

•

Golden eagles do not mature
until the fourth year.

•

The giant panda weighs over
300 pounds and eats bamboo 10
to ] 2 hours a day.

•

The age of a bear can be determined through analysis of a tooth
extracted from its lower jaw.

•

Northern fur seals breed near
the Bering Sea and stray as far
south as central Mexico and central Japan during winter migrations.
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